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Abstract

In this paper we introduce a nondeterministic counterpart to Reduced, Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams for the representation and manipulation of logic functions. ROBDDs are conceptually related to deterministic finite automata (DFA), accepting the language formed by the minterms of a function. This analogy suggests the use of nondeterministic devices as language recognizers. Unlike ROBDDs, the diagrams introduced in this paper allow multiple outgoing edges with the same label. By suitably restricting the degree of nondeterminism, we still obtain a canonical form for logic functions.

Using PADs, we are able to reduce the memory occupation with respect to traditional ROBDDs for several benchmark functions. Moreover, the analysis of the PAD graphs allowed us to sometimes identify new and better variable ordering for several benchmark circuits.

1 Introduction

Reduced, Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (ROBDDs) [1, 2] are the most CPU- and memory-efficient data structure known so far for the manipulation of large logic functions. For this reason, they are becoming pervasive in logic synthesis and verification environments [3, 4, 5, 6]. Ongoing research is attempting to extend their applicability to other domains, such as the solution of graph problems and integer-linear programming [7, 8]. ROBDDs, however, are not exempt from inefficiencies. Classes of functions exist for which they may require an exponential amount of memory. This may be due either to the intrinsic nature of the functions (i.e., multiplication, hidden weighted bit, clique-related functions, etc ... [9, 10]), or to an improper ordering of variables. These inefficiencies motivate a substantial amount of research on the development of ordering heuristics [11, 12] and alternative representations [13, 14].

ROBDDs are conceptually related to Deterministic Finite Automata. In particular, the ROBDD of a Boolean function \( F \) can be obtained from the minimum-state DFA accepting the language formed by the set of minterms of \( F \), simply by removing the so-called redundant-test states. This relationship is further described in Section (2).

In this paper we demonstrate the possibility of using data structures related with Nondeterministic Finite Automata (NFA) as alternative representations. The paper introduces Parallel-Access Diagrams, a nondeterministic ana-
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log to ROBDDs. In a PAD, a vertex can have multiple outgoing edges with the same label. Thus, in a PAD, from one such vertex, we can access in parallel multiple vertices. Following the semantics of NFA, the function that is globally pointed to by the set of pointers is the logic OR of the functions pointed by each pointer. We show that by suitably restricting the choices of multiple pointers, a function can be represented by a unique PAD. We can thus retain the canonicity properties of ROBDDs. We then show how to manipulate Boolean functions using PADs, and provide experimental results on several benchmark circuits.

On the theoretical front, we show that PADs are more compact and more robust than ROBDDs: classes of functions exist with polynomially-sized PADs, but only exponentially-sized ROBDDs, and some order-sensitive functions (with worst-case exponential ROBDD size) may have an order-insensitive, linear-size PAD representation. This property can be used also for deriving better variable orderings for BDDs. Moreover, in no case the size of a ROBDD can be smaller than that of a PAD.

For reasons of space, in this paper we do not include proofs of theorems, but we will make them available upon request.

2 Function representations and automata.

In this section, we briefly review previous work in the area of function representations. We focus on the relationship of automata with ROBDDs and covers. We assume some familiarity with basic notions of automata theory.

2.1 ROBDDs and DFA

In [1], ROBDDs are introduced as a "processor", receiving 1 bit of data at a time and issuing the value of \( F \) as output after a sufficient number of data bit are entered. The "processor" is conceptually very close to a DFA, accepting a finite set of strings - the minterms of \( F \), and issuing a logic "1" upon acceptance.

Example 1. Fig. (1.a) shows the truth table of a 4-variable function \( F \). The input combinations resulting in a 1 of \( F \) form a set of strings, each string of length 4. This set, in turn, describes completely \( F \). Fig. (1.a) shows the state-minimal automaton accepting this set of strings. Since all strings have the same length, the automaton can be factored in two parts. The first part is a counter, sequencing out variable symbols. The second automaton takes as inputs (variable, value) pairs. It is easily verifiable that this second automaton corresponds precisely to the BDD of \( F \). The factorization and the final EDD are reported in Fig. (1.b) and (1.c), respectively. □
must be consistent with a pre-defined variable ordering. A PAD is termed reduced if it contains no two isomorphic subgraphs. □

Figure 2. a) NFA accepting the minterms of the function of Example (2). The NFA of part (a) after BDD-like simplifications. Reject conditions are removed, for the sake of simplicity.

A PAD defines recursively a logic function by the following rules:

- Vertices 0 and 1 denote the constant functions 0 and 1, respectively.
- A vertex \( v_i \), with Boolean variable label \( x \), defines the logic function \( f_v = \overline{x}F_{0(v)} + xF_{1(v)} \)
- A set \( S = \{v_1, \ldots, v_n\} \) of vertices defines a logic function

\[
F_S = \bigcup_{v_i \in S} f_{v_i} \quad (1)
\]

The following example points out the potential advantages of PADs over ROBDDs.

Figure 3. a) The ROBDD of a 4-variable function; b) a PAD representation; c) another PAD.

Example 3. Fig. (3.a) shows the ROBDD of the function \( F = a'(b'c + bd) + ab(c + d) \), with a lexicographical ordering of the variables. Since the four residue functions \( F_{ab}, F_{a'b}, F_{a'b'}, F_{a'b'} \) are all distinct, the uppermost two levels of the graph form a binary tree. Notice, however, that \( F_{ab} = c + d = F_{a'b} + F_{a'b'} \). We can express this property of \( F \) by replacing each edge pointing to \( F_{ab} \) by a pair of edges, pointing to \( F_{a'b} \) and \( F_{a'b'} \), respectively. This transformation is shown in Fig. (3.b). □

By expressing \( F_{ab} \) as the sum of other already existing functions, we are able to save the construction of the
ROBDD for \( F_{ab} \). In the small example of Fig. (3), this saves us one vertex, at the expense of adding one extra pointer. Unfortunately, unlike ROBDDs, there may be several PAD representations of a logic function \( F \), using the same variable ordering: as an example, Fig. 3 shows three different constructions of the same function using PDAs.

In the next section we show that, by reducing the type of nondeterminism allowed at each vertex, it is possible to obtain a canonical representation.

3 Disjoint-support OR decompositions.

If a function \( f \) is represented by a multi-rooted PAD, the functions pointed by each root form a cover of \( f \). The multiplicity of PDAs for representing \( f \) reflect the multiplicity of covers for \( f \). In this paper, we constrain the type of covers that can be generated, in such a way that we can grant the uniqueness of the generated PAD. To this end we leverage upon the following simple but useful definitions and results on logic decomposition [15, 16].

**Definition 2.** Let \( f : B^n \rightarrow B \) denote a non-constant Boolean function of \( n \) variables \( x_i; i = 1, \ldots, n \). We say that \( f \) depends on \( x_i \) if \( \partial f / \partial x_i \) is not identically 0. We call support of \( f \) (indicated by \( S(f) \)) the set of Boolean variables \( f \) depends on.

**Definition 3.** A set of non-constant functions \( \{ f_1, \ldots, f_k \} \), with respective supports \( S(f_i) \), is called a disjoint-support OR decomposition of \( f \) if
\[
\sum_{i=1}^{k} f_i = f; \quad S(f_i) \cap S(f_j) = \emptyset, \quad i \neq j
\]
(2)

A disjoint support OR decomposition is maximal if no function \( f_i \) has further decomposition. We indicate by \( DSOD(f) \) such a maximal decomposition.

**Theorem 1.** There is a unique maximal disjoint-support OR decomposition of a function. □

**Definition 4.** Consider a vertex \( v \) of a PAD, and let \( e_1, \ldots, e_n \) denote \( n \) outgoing edges from \( v \) with the same label. Let also \( f_i \) denote the function pointed by each edge \( e_i \). We say that a PAD has the disjoint-support property if for each vertex \( v \), the set of functions \( \{ f_1, \ldots, f_n \} \) is a DSOD. □

**Example 4.** Consider the three PDAs of Fig. (3). Only the second one satisfies the disjoint-support property. In the third PAD, the two functions pointed by the root edges share the variable \( b \).

**Theorem 2.** For a given function \( f \) and variable ordering, there is a unique PAD representation with the DSOD property. □

The proof follows intuitively from the uniqueness of a DSOD decomposition.

3.1 Properties of DSODs.

In the rest of the paper, we focus on PDAs with the disjoint-support property. We conclude the section by pointing some results on DSODs that are useful for the construction of PAD manipulation routines.

**Theorem 3.** Suppose \( \{ f_1, \ldots, f_k \} \) is a DSOD of some function. Then, by erasing elements from the set, the new set is also a DSOD. □

**Theorem 4.** If \( DSOD(f) = \{ f_1, \ldots, f_k \} \cup \{ p_1, \ldots, p_h \} \) and \( DSOD(g) = \{ g_1, \ldots, g_l \} \cup \{ p_1, \ldots, p_h \} \), where \( g_i \neq f_j, i = 1, \ldots, l, j = 1, \ldots, k \), then:

1. \( DSOD(f \cdot g) = \{ p_1, \ldots, p_h \} \cup DSOD((f_1 + \ldots + f_k) \cdot (g_1 + \ldots + g_l)) \).
2. \( DSOD(f + g) = \{ p_1, \ldots, p_h \} \cup DSOD(f_1 + \ldots + f_k + g_1 + \ldots + g_l) \)
3. Let \( x \) denote a variable not in the support of \( f \) or \( g \). Then:
   \( DSOD(x \cdot f + x g) = \{ p_1, \ldots, p_h \} \cup \{ x(f_1 + \ldots + f_k) + x(g_1 + \ldots + g_l) \} \)

**Theorem 5.** Let \( x \) denote a variable, \( x \notin S(g) \), and suppose \( f = x + g \). Then,
\[
DSOD(f) = \{ x \} \cup DSOD(g)
\]
(3)

4 PAD manipulation procedures.

Just like ROBDDs, the manipulation routines are recursive. Lists of vertices are dynamically created and passed down during recursion. Unlike ROBDDs, however, a mechanism for recognizing the possibility of nondeterminism (i.e., creating lists of vertices and returning them up) is provided. Fig. (4) illustrates the pseudocode of a binary operation, the logic OR of two functions.

```
OR (list op1, list op2)
{
1  if (terminal case) return (terminal value);
2  opc=op1 ∩ op2; op1=op1 ∪ opc; op2=op2 ∪ opc;
3  res = comp.lookup(op1, op2);
4  if (res is NULL) return (res ∪ opc);
5  x = top.var(op1, op2);
6  left=OR (op1.x, op2.x); right=OR (op1.x', op2.x');
7  res = pad.find (left, right, x);
8  comp.insert (op1, op2, res);
9  return (res ∪ opc);
}
```

**Figure 4. Pseudocode of OR( )**

The inputs \( op1, op2 \) are lists of vertices. At the top level of recursion, they represent the sets of roots of the two operands. There are two significant departures from conventional BDD-based procedures, in lines (2) and (7), respectively. Line (2) is an immediate application of case (1) in Theorem (4). We seek subfunctions that are common to both operands and remove these subfunctions from the operands. This removal may result in a potentially faster execution, because all the variables in the support of opc will not interfere in the computation of \( OR(op1 − opc, op2− \)}
Similar factorings apply to all other binary operations. The second difference consists of replacing `bdd_find()` with a different procedure, `pad_find()`, in line (7).

```
    pad_find (set left, set right, var x)
    {  
      if (left == right) return (left);
      if (left == 1) {
        new_vertex = find_or_create (1,0,x);
        return (left ∪ {new_vertex});
      }
      if (right == 1) { /* symmetric case */
        shared = left ∩ right;
        left = left ∩ shared; right = right ∩ shared;
        new_vertex = find_or_create (left ∩ right,x);
        return (shared ∪ {new_vertex});
      }
    }
```

![Figure 5. Pseudocode of pad_find()](image)

The pseudocode of `pad_find()` is shown in Fig. (5). In ROBDDs, `bdd_find(1, x, x)` is responsible for checking the existence of a BDD node with variable label `x` and with left and right pointers matching 1 and `x`, respectively. In case no such node exists, a new node is allocated and returned. In the case of PADS, two distinct actions are taken by `pad_find()`. Consider the two functions `F_1` and `F_x` represented by the sets `left` and `right`, respectively. The first action consists of checking whether any of `F_1`, `F_x` is 1. If (say) `F_1` is 1, then `DSO A D(F) = DSO A D(F_1 x + F_x z') = DSO A D(x + F_1) = {x} ∪ DSO A D(F_1)`. `pad_find()` (lines 1-4) then augments the list representing `F_x` with a new element, representing the function `z`, and returns this new list. This transformation is depicted in Fig. (6), and represents the application of Theorem (5). The second action consists of identifying common terms between `left` and `right`, and factoring them out (lines 6-7). This applies case (3), Theorem (4). This factoring operation is illustrated in Fig. (7).

![Figure 6. Identification of disjoint-support subfunctions during traversal.](image)

**Theorem 6.** Procedure `OR` returns a PAD with the disjoint-support property. □

5 Comparing PADS with ROBDDs.

In this section, we contrast PADS with ROBDDs with respect to two issues, namely the robustness with respect to variable orderings, and the relative performance in terms of memory occupation and CPU time. We compare the two representations on theoretical grounds, and substantiate our findings with experimental results on some benchmark circuits.

![Figure 7. Algebraic reduction of a vertex: a) the vertex prior to reduction; b) after reduction](image)

Since a PAD node size depends on the lists it includes, we carried out comparisons by measuring the actual memory occupation. We assumed bare-bone implementations, in which in particular each ROBDD node takes three machine words. With regards to PAD vertices, we assumed an implementation where each node consists of an array. The first element of the array stores in compact form the number of elements belonging to the left pointer set, the right pointer set, and the variable rank.

We implemented a PAD package and tested it against the Carnegie-Mellon ROBDD package. Time was taken on a HP Vectra VL4 5/133 with 32Mbyte of RAM. We tested the two packages on three series of benchmarks, namely, the IWL591 combinational multi-level and two-level and the synchronous circuit series. We chose as initial variable ordering the variable ordering obtained by the stable-window-3 reordering algorithm [17]. No variable reordering took place, however, during the execution of any package. We have also tested some ISCAS benchmarks with the ordering provided by Wegener et al. in [18].

5.1 Variable orderings.

PADs appear to be less sensitive to variable orderings. There are several theoretical motivations supporting this observation. Consider a function `f` with a nontrivial DSOA, say `{f_1, f_2}`. The PAD representation will consist of a two-rooted graph, and the total graph size is the sum of the two subgraph sizes. The variable ordering will only affect the size of the subgraphs representing `f_1` and `f_2`.

In the case of ROBDDs, the optimal variable ordering consists of clustering the variables in `S(f_1)` and `S(f_2)`. The relative order of the two clusters is immaterial. With such an ordering, the total ROBDD size is still the sum of the two subgraph sizes [4]. Any other ordering, interspersing variables from the two supports, may only increase (sometimes substantially) the graph size. In other words, PADS are insensitive with respect to this interspersing.

**Example 5.** One well known order-sensitive class of functions is given by the formula [1]:

\[ f_n = x_1 x_2 + x_3 x_4 + \cdots + x_{2n-1} x_{2n} \]  

(4)

The ROBDD size for this class of functions can range from `2n` to over `2^n`, depending on the ordering. The structure of PADS for `f_n` is shown in Fig. (8). The size is `2n`, regardless of the ordering. □

We now report on how the discovery of a disjoint-support decomposition helped improving substantially ROBDD performance.
Example 6. The synthesis benchmark pair has 173 inputs and 137 outputs. The ROBDDs of the complete circuit take, after sifting-based dynamic reordering, over 35000 nodes.

Figure 8. PAD structure for the functions $f_n$ of Example (6).

The most expensive outputs turn out to be $w5$ and $b6$, consisting of 5182 and 9076 nodes, respectively. Using PADs we found out that both outputs can be expressed as the sum of four disjoint-support functions. The total PAD size was one seventh of the total ROBDD size. For $w5$, the partition was:

\{n; w2\}
\{o; m; z2; y2; e3; d3; a3; c3; b3\}
\{l; s1; l; p; p1; q1; d2; c2; b2; g2; n2; e2\}
\{f; b; u; q; r; w; v; n1; m1; l1; v0; d1; g0; x0; w0; z0; r1; c1; b1; a1; g1; i1; h1; e1; f1; o1; k1; j1\}

For $b6$, we found:

\{0; t3\}
\{m0; k0; r3; o3; t3; s3; q3; n3; p3\}
\{r0; q0; j0; n0; g4; i4; f4; d4; e4; q5; p5; p4\}
\{d0; z; z0; o0; p0; u0; t0; v4; r4; z4; y4; z4; w4; u4; t4; s4; c5; e5; d5; b5; m5; b5; n5; r5; a5; g5; o5; i5; j5; k5\}

Notice that the supports of $w5$ and $b6$ are disjoint as well. It is thus possible to obtain a good order for both functions, by clustering together the variables of the eight groups. We tested this order on ROBDDs, and were able to reduce the memory occupation of $w5$ and $b6$ to 118 and 362 nodes, respectively. The total memory occupation for pair was reduced to 15319 nodes.

Even when a function cannot be expressed by a nontrivial DSOD, the flexibility of PADs with respect to orderings may be useful; for instance if ordering requirements for multiple ROBDDs conflict. This conflict is less likely in the case of PADs. We now substantiate this observation:

Example 7. Wegener et al. provide in [18] the best ordering known for several ISCAS benchmarks. We analyzed the benchmark C880. Three outputs (878GAT,442, 879GAT,441, 880GAT,440) result in the largest ROBDDs.

All of these outputs but 878GAT,442 can be decomposed into the sum of a 2-variable function and a larger one. The small functions depend on (210GAT,49, 91GAT,23) and (210GAT,49, 96GAT,24). The function 879GAT,441 then suggests modifying Wegener's order by moving 210GAT,49 and 91GAT,23 up top or at the bottom. Other similar moves are suggested by 880GAT,440. In trying these orders, we found out that, while we were indeed reducing the ROBDD of a single function, we were increasing the size of the other functions. We also tried moving only 210GAT,49. In no case we could beat Wegener's order. Using PADs with Wegener's order, instead, we reduced the memory occupation by about 50%.

5.2 Memory, CPU time, and complementation.

We tried two different versions of ROBDDs, without and with complement edges respectively. The reason for testing both cases is that the current implementation of PADs does not support constant-time / constant-space complementation.

Table (1) reports the results in terms of nodes (nod), machine words (mem) and CPU time (CPU) for the two ROBDD versions against PADs. PADs turn out to be more compact almost always when compared with complement-free ROBDDs, with some penalty in CPU time. ROBDDs with complement edges, however, are often more efficient than PADs on both fronts. Empirically, we found the following three reasons:

- Complementations in PADs do, so far, have a cost, in terms of memory and CPU time. If a function $f$ has a significant DSOD, then it is easy to verify that its complement will not, and the PAD of $f'$ will be "close" to a ROBDD. Moreover, the PAD of $f'$ inherits all the inefficiencies of a poor ordered ROBDD.

- Data inserted and looked up in computed tables are arrays. The hash function depends on all array elements, and its computation is consequently more costly.

- Some terminal cases (like in $OR(f,f')$) are not identified by PAD routines. These inefficiencies (space and time) manifest themselves mostly in arithmetic-type circuits. PADs maintain an edge over ROBDDs in the case of synchronous benchmark circuits.

To this regard, we wish to point out that we are already aware of ways to circumvent the complementation issue, and that a constant-time complementation is in fact possible for PADs. We are currently working in this direction.

6 Conclusions and future work.

In this paper, we inspected the possibility that more compact and flexible graph-based representations may be obtained by relaxing some of the constraints imposed on ROBDDs. We considered allowing more output edges from a vertex. This is conceptually equivalent to considering a NFA-based representation, as opposed to a DFA-based style. We have suitably restricted the type of nondeterminism, however, so that the graph representation of a function is still unique.

Compared with ROBDDs, we have shown that the new representation is more robust with respect to poor variable ordering, in no case less compact, but quite often more compact.

Currently, the complement $f'$ of a function $f$ has a separate representation, and it is difficult to detect when two functions are each other's complement. This has a performance penalty in terms of memory and CPU time, which occurs mostly in arithmetic-type circuits. We are already aware of ways for circumventing the complementation problem, and are working in this direction. We also expect benefits from a dynamic reordering heuristic tailored especially for PADs, and from the use of more general decomposition styles.
Table 1. ROBDD vs. PAD in size and performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>ROBDD</th>
<th>PAD</th>
<th>RATIOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w/o c edges</td>
<td>w/ c edges</td>
<td>w/ c edges</td>
<td>CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nod mem</td>
<td>nod mem</td>
<td>nod mem</td>
<td>CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTILEVEL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1355.icas</td>
<td>43140 129420</td>
<td>39458 118374</td>
<td>4.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1908.icas</td>
<td>31960 95880</td>
<td>22771 68313</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C432.icas</td>
<td>1314 3942</td>
<td>1229 3667</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C499.icas</td>
<td>42890 128670</td>
<td>39377 118131</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C880.icas</td>
<td>9888 29664</td>
<td>9864 29592</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cht</td>
<td>151 453</td>
<td>150 450</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DES</td>
<td>104696 314088</td>
<td>69640 197520</td>
<td>5.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fgl1</td>
<td>171 513</td>
<td>170 510</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pair</td>
<td>53205 159615</td>
<td>52449 157347</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sct</td>
<td>124 372</td>
<td>105 315</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x1</td>
<td>1212 3636</td>
<td>957 2991</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x4</td>
<td>756 2268</td>
<td>732 2196</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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